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Opportunities to Blossom at NPSI, Mysore

03 July 2015
Dear Parents
As we enter the third academic year at NPSI Mysore, we would like to thank each
one of you for supporting us and motivating us all through the way.
NPSI, Mysore is a place where students are exposed to innumerable number of
opportunities to develop their personalities positively, which helps each child
blossom into confident individuals. We present all students on the stage during
various mega events at school, each academic year. Apart from these, students
participate in umpteen number of competitions throughout the year... the number
runs anywhere between 50 to 60. The crate of competitions varies from literary to
cyber, from arts to sports.
Personality development being our key area of focus along with academics, we have
given our students scope to explore their talents in the field of music, dance,
theatre, yoga, reading art, craft and sports. The junior lab, class presentations,
hands-on activities, field trips and the numerous Olympiads enhance learning and
make it fun. Our website and school year book ‘Silhouette’ stand testimony to all
the activities that are part of the grooming at our school. Apart from these, inter
house and inter class competitions at school in various areas right from recitation
to slogan writing and street play, gave a great boost to the morale and confidence of
the students. Along with the host of co-curricular activities available,
extracurricular activities (ECAs) are an add-on for the students.
Despite the plethora of activities available to our students at NPSI Mysore, we note
with regret that some parents are still dissatisfied and have expressed displeasure
at the non-availability of transport for ECAs. We would like parents to understand
that as far as ECA transport is concerned, the problems associated are many. To
begin with, the route maps have to be different, the drop-off points will be different,
drivers will be different and the number of buses plying the routes will be fewer as
all the route buses cannot come back on time for the ECA trip. Our secondary and
senior secondary students will also have special classes after 3 pm on certain
working days. All these problems will definitely cause a delay in the students
reaching home after ECAs.
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Inspite of the above mentioned problems, the school has provided transport on
Tuesdays and Fridays for ECA students. We would like to bring to your notice that
it is not a practice at any of the other branches of NPS to provide school transport
on ECA days. However, we shall continue to provide transport on Tuesdays and
Fridays this academic year despite the problems cropping up. We would like to
inform parents that school transport facility for ECAs will be discontinued from the
next academic year.
We would like to remind parents that ECAs are only a drop compared to the ocean
of co-curricular activities and competitions available to the students on a daily basis
during school hours.
We hope to have your continued cooperation and support in our constant
endeavour to build up on the trove of activities we already have and offer them to
our students so as to make them confident, independent and motivating
individuals.
Best Wishes
Principal
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